Multifunctional Protection

semaSORB PROBIRD DK400® - TAPE
semaSORB PROBIRD DK500® - TAPE
The clear film strips are an alternative for creative people
who would like to lend their glass facade an individual design.

i

semaSORB PROBIRD DK® -TAPE is provided in rolls of 30 m
with a width of 24 mm in two different designs.

All products prevent birds from flying against the glass.
This helps the animals to orient themselves better during
the approach. Birds fly away from the window.

Which product may we offer you?
Our employees will gladly advise you.

Bird collision deterrence
on glass facades

Like no other window film against bird strike, our products
also have an effective UV radiation protection of 400 nm.

semaSORB PROBIRD DK400® - STICK
We recommend this felt-tip marker for animal lovers who
would like to quickly and temporarily equip their glass facades with bird collision deterrence. Easy handling with great
effect!

The bird protection films semaSORB PROBIRD DK® are
available with different pattern variants. The selection is
therefore made according to personal taste and the individual requirement profile.
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semaSORB PROBIRD DK400®

Glass facades, large windows and modern glass architecture lend
our environment a beautiful and individual design. But what is the
price we pay?

semaSORB PROBIRD DK400® - DESIGN

semaSORB PROBIRD DK400® - Xtal

semaSORB PROBIRD DK400® - Xball

Birds are not always able to recognize large glass surfaces in time.
The fact that the environment is completely reflected in the large
glass surfaces makes it almost impossible for birds to distinguish
the mirror image from the original. As a consequence, the birds
collide with the glass surfaces – at full flying speed of up to 60
km/h. This is the way approx. 240.000 birds die in Europe every
day. Science teaches us that many species of birds have a fourth
type of colour receptor giving them the availability to see from 320
nm 400 nm in the UVA radiation range.

Crystal clear plastic film in modern design.
It is particularly suitable for large windows in modern
buildings, office buildings and shopping centres.

Crystal clear plastic film with scattered structures.
Film offers an additional functionality thanks to scattered
crystals: a moderate privacy screen.

Window film with optically reflective and irregular translucent crystal balls determines the modern design. Due
to the irregular arrangement of the opaque the bird takes
the light from the active structures via its optical sensors.

This capacity was considered during the development of the semaSORB-PROBIRD® products. The result is presented in four products that can be used to retrofit windows and glass facades with
effective bird collision deterrence.

Protection of human and animals health!
This film has many good qualities especially for peoples.
The functionalities in a nutshell:
•
•
•
•

Bird collision deterrence
UV protection up to 400 nm
Colour protection
Splinter protection
(on the side of the film in the event
of glass breakage)

An integrated UV400 filter retains the entire
UV radiation and delays the heat input.
The film contains colour protection and
counteracts yellowing.

An integrated UV400 filter retains the entire
UV radiation and delays the heat input.
The film contains colour protection and
counteracts yellowing.
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Pre-cut sizes
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